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ANALYZING SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

WITH  COMMON RANDOM NUMBERS* 

JACK P.  C.  KLEIJNEN 
School  of  Business  and  Economics,  Catholic University Brabant 
(Katholieke Universiteit Brabant), 5000  LE Tilburg, Netherlands 
To analyze simulation runs which use the same random numbers, the blocking concept of 
experimental design is not needed. Instead, this paper applies a linear regression model with a 
nondiagonal covariance matrix. This covariance matrix does not need to have a specific  pattern 
such as constant covariances. A simple example yields surprising results. The paper proposes a 
new framework for the error analysis. This framework consists of three factors (namely, com- 
mon random numbers, replication, model validity), each with three levels. 
(BLOCKING; VARIANCE REDUCTION; ESTIMATED GENERALIZED LEAST 
SQUARES; GENERAL LINEAR MODEL; ERROR ANALYSIS) 
1.  Introduction 
Using the same random numbers is a popular variance reduction technique in simu- 
lation. Not only academic researchers have advocated common random numbers, but 
practitioners also apply this technique. Actually it is the only variance reduction tech- 
nique that practitioners find simple and intuitively appealing. The technique is simple 
indeed, since all it takes-see  Table 1-is  to reset the random number seed to its old 
initial value, before executing the next run with different values for the simulation 
variables x (boldface denotes matrices including vectors; in a queuing simulation, xl 
may denote the number of servers and x2the server speed). We run n combinations of 
simulation  variables or "factors".  Common random numbers imply that the n re- 
sponses within one column of Table 1 use the same seed. As we shall see, good statistical 
analysis requires that the experiment be  repeated (with different seeds); that is, the 
number mi of replications should satisfy the condition mi 2 2 (i  = 1, . . . ,  n). We assume 
that all replications use common seeds; hence mi is a constant m. We shall discuss the 
right-hand part of Table 1 in the next section. 
Note. In steady-state simulations the m replicates can be interpreted in different ways. 
For example, we may make m (long) runs, each starting in some fixed state (such as the 
empty state in queuing simulations) and using m different seeds. Interpretations are 
more difficult in renewal analysis and other more sophisticated analyses. In terminating 
simulations (and most practical simulations are terminating) the interpretation is 
straightforward. Kleijnen (1  987) discusses steady-state versus terminating simulations, 
renewal analysis, and so on. 
A problem is that common random numbers complicate the statistical analysis of the 
simulation data. (Since practitioners  tend to neglect that analysis, they may not be 
aware of  any complication.)  We assume that the goal  of the experiment with the 
simulation model is to estimate the effects (say) /3  of Q independent variables x. Hence 
n 2  Q in Table 1. An efficient and effective solution of this estimation problem, is a 
factorial design (for example, a 2k-p design); see Kleijnen (1987). 
In the literature on factorial designs a classical concept is blocking. Originally block- 
ing was introduced to reduce heterogeneous, uncontrollable influences in experiments 
with real (nonsimulated) systems. This blocking is not simple, neither conceptually nor 
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TABLE 1 
Data  of Simulation  Experiment 
Factor  Replicated responses 
combination  Average  Estimated 
(effects)  (seed 1)  (seed 2)  ...  (seed m)  response  (co)variances 
(PI . .  PQ) 
XII '  '  XIQ  Yll  Yl2  ...  Ylm  YI  2: S12 ... $1, 
X2l  ' ' '  XZQ  Y2l  Y22  ...  Y2m  Y2  3 ... G2,, 
Xi1  .' . X~Q  Yil  yi2  ...  Yim  A  8  . St,, 
Xnl  . . . X~Q  Yn I  Yn2  ...  Ynm 
-
Yn  3 
technically. Therefore we do not try to describe blocking in a few lines; instead we refer 
to the statistical literature (see John  1980, Lorenzen  1984, Peres 1981, Shoukri and 
Ward 1984, Steinberg and Hunter 1984, pp. 85-86).  We do discuss the concept and 
assumptions of blocking in a simulation context; see the end of $2. In this introductory 
section we only mention that some authors interpreted common random numbers in 
simulation experiments as block effects (see Anderson and Sargent 1974, p. 134, Lin 
and Rardin  1979, pp.  1261-1262,  Naylor  et al.  1966, p.  324, Schatzoff 1981, pp. 
853-854,  Schruben  1979, pp. 239, 247-248).  Other authors, however, doubted this 
interpretation (Kleijnen  197411975, p.  355, Nozari et al. 1984, Wilson  1984). This 
paper shows that we do not need the blocking model; instead we analyze the simulation 
data through a linear regression model with a nondiagonal covariance matrix. Com- 
pared to the blocking model our model is more general, and yet very simple (see $2). We 
give some examples, so simple that they provide surprising results ($3). These examples 
illustrate a new analytic framework, consisting of three factors (namely, random num- 
ber seeds, replication, and model validity), each factor with three levels ($4). 
We hope to stimulate a new discussion on the fundamental and practical problem of 
analyzing simulation experiments with common random numbers. Arnold (1  98 1, p. 
263) states (be it not in the specific context of simulation): "However, the question of 
which model to use is a very difficult question, and one for which there is no definitive 
answer at this time." 
2.  Common Random Numbers and Least Squares 
To analyze simulation experiments with common random numbers, we propose a 
metamodel based on linear regression (see equation (2.2)) with a statistical submodel 
for the regression residuals; the submodel reflects the use of common random numbers. 
To specify the submodel we observe that simulation runs which use the same seed, 
yield correlated responses. So the responses within the same column of Table  1 are 
dependent. Responses in different columns of Table 1 are independent, because they 
use independent  seeds: if  r #  r' then yir and yilrl are independent. So there  are rn 
independent observations on the n-variate vector y  = (yl, ...,y,)'.  If  m 2  2, then 
unbiased estimators of ail1 = cov (yir, yi'r) are 
ZCI  (~ir -Yi)(yilr-Fit)  (i, i' = 1, .. . ,n). (T..,  = 
m-1 
The n X  n elements  of equation (2.1) define the estimator 8,  = (Ziil). Obviously  Ziil 
common seeds imply that Q, and hence 8, are nondiagonal. (We hope that all aiil are 
positive so that common seeds indeed result in the desired variance reduction.) We 
emphasize that we do not assume a specific pattern for the covariance matrix, i.e., we do ANALYZING SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS  WITH COMMON  RANDOM  NUMBERS  67 
not assume constant covariances. Schruben and Margolin (1978, pp. 508-509), how- 
ever, assume constant variances a:  = a2 = l and-in  case of common seeds-constant 
covariances aiil equal to p where p > 0; also see Schruben (1979), Nozari et al. (1984), 
Safizadeh (1983). We shall return to Schruben and Margolin (1978) at the end of this 
section, after we have presented our alternative. 
Next we consider the expected value of the simulation output: E(y) = E(j)= p (Table 
1 shows m vectors y and one vector y = (Fl,  .  . . ,j,)',  each vector with n elements). We 
assume that the relationship between p and the simulation input X (an n X Q matrix) is 
linear in the parameters @ (a vector with Q effects pj), but not necessarily linear in the 
input X (see Figure 2 in $3). The actual simulation output deviates from the expected 
output; we assume that these disturbances e = (el,  . .  . ,en)' are additive: 
y=W+e.  (2.2) 
We propose two different point estimators for the effects @,  namely the Ordinary 
Least Squares (OLS) estimator 
P^ = (xx)-lX1y  (2.3) 
and the Estimated Generalized Least Squares (EGLS) estimator 
Simple (but tedious) linear algebra proves that it is indeed correct to replace the individ- 
ual responses yIr  by the averaged responses x,assuming a constant number of replica- 
tions (m, = m). It is possible that the random matrix 8, has no inverse; see the example 
in $3. OLS does not need this inverse; see (2.3) and (2.5). 
Note. If the number of replications were not constant (m, # m), then OLS would give 
more weight  to factor  combinations replicated  more often.  This weighting  can be 
achieved by replacing y in equation (2.3) with the vector with the N = Zm, individual 
responses (yll  ,  y12,. .  . ,  y,,,)'  and replacing X with an N X  Q matrix whose first ml 
rows are identically (xl  . . . ,xie), .  . . ,and whose final mn  rows are (xnl  ,.  . . ,xne). The 
EGLS estimator is still given by (2.4) which uses the averages y, provided we replace 6, 
by 8, = (2,,~/m,). Also see Arnold (198 l), Schmidt (1976). 
Note. In realistic simulations we experienced nearly singular 6, when using common 
seeds. To solve this problem we may add replications, if we assume that the population 
covariance matrix Q,  is not singular. If the number of replications is given, then we may 
also estimate  P,  after deleting one or more replications  (or columns in Table  1). 
Deleting observations leads to jackknifing, evaluated in Kleijnen et al. (1987). We can 
manipulate not only the estimator 8, but also the population matrix Q,,  that is, we can 
delete one or more factor combinations (rows in Table  1) so that Q,  changes into a 
smaller matrix. Later on, we can use the deleted observations to validate the regression 
model; see Kleijnen (1983, 1987). 
Note. OLS and EGLS coincide if the design is saturated (n = Q) or if the covariance 
matrix Q,  has a special structure; see Kleijnen (1987, p. 243, note 33). 
Betides the point estimators for @ we need variance estimators (standard errors) for fi 
and k Obviously we have for OLS: 
Following an idea in Schruben and Margolin (1  978, pp. 5 15-5 16) we can easily prove 
that (2.5a) is equivalent to 
A  ZZl (bjr - bj)(bjlr- bjl) cov (&&I)  =  (m- 1)m  (J,J'= 1,. . . ,Q),  (2.5b) 68  JACK P.  C.  KLEIJNEN 
where b,,  denotes the estimator of effect Pj computed from replication r: 
where y,  denotes the rth observation on y; 2, bjr/m is identical to bj of (2.3). (2.5b) is 
analogous to (2.1) and will be used in $3. For GLS (with known 0,)  we have 
Qg = (xlP,'X)-'Im.  (2.7) 
For EGLS we replace Qy  in (2.7) by its estimator 8,;  the resulting fib holds asymptoti- 
cally; see Arnold (1981) and Schmidt (1976). And Kleijnen et al. (1985)'s Monte Carlo 
experiment suggests that the asymptotic covariance matrix applies if m 2 25; however, 
their result should be used with care, since they studied EGLS without common seeds 
(aii,= 0 if i # i') albeit with heterogeneous variances (a:  # a2). 
We emphasize that the analyst should not use the standard formula QS = (XX)-'a2 
since that formula holds only if the errors are indepenfient with common variance 
(P,  = a21).  The estimated covariance matrices for ,dand p yield confidence intervals for 
Pj based on the Student t statistic: 
where  Zp is the square root of element j on the main diagonal of 8,  and v  denotes 
the degrees of freedom of the t statistic. Kleijnen et al. (1985) suggest to take  v 
= min (mi - 1) = m - 1. Arnold (1981, p. 343) proves that this procedure is indeed 
correct (and he further discusses more general tests on  P using the Fstatistic). For EGLS 
we replace bj by 6in (2.8). Because its covariance matrix (based on (2.7)) holds only 
asymptotically, we may replace t, by the standard normal variable (say) z, assuming m 
2 25. The sensitivity of the t statistic to nonnormality, and the extension to alternative 
regression analyses (such as rank regression and jackknifing) are discussed in Kleijnen 
(1987) and Kleijnen et al. (1987). 
Which estimation procedure should we use, OLS or EGLS? If the covariance matrix 
Qy  were known, then the GLS estimator pwould be the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator 
(BLUE). Actually we must estimate the covariance matrix Q,.  We saw that we do not 
know the exact properties of the resulting OLS and EGLS estimators. A general rule in 
science is to try different models, when analyzing a problem.  Here we  recommend 
applying both OLS and EGLS to the same simulation data, and to see if the two 
techniques give the same qualitative conclusions (see (2.3) combined with (2.5), and 
(2.4) with (2.7) where m 2  25). In one case study (a Rotterdam container harbor) the 
two techniques did give similar conclusions: both OLS and EGLS identified the same 
factor as being important while all other factors were nonsignificant; see Kleijnen et al. 
(1979). If OLS and EGLS give different qualitative conclusions, then we may add factor 
combinations to the n previous combinations. 
Note. For example, if the factors are quantitative, we may simulate that combination 
where the two estimators (OLS, EGLS) give predictors furthest apart, within the area of 
interest (interpolation, no extrapolation); next we select the estimator with predictor 
closest to the simulated response y,+';see Kleijnen (1987) for a further discussion on 
"model discrimination". 
The General Linear Model of (2.2) is indeed useful in the interpretation of simulation 
data, which includes validation, sensitivity analysis, and optimization. Kleijnen (1987) 
gives many references to applications of regression metamodels in simulation. 
Schruben and Margolin (1978) were the first to fully formalize an alternative meta- 
model for simulation with common seeds, namely the random blocking model. Their 
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They assume a specific covariance pattern, namely constant variances a? = a2  = 1 and 
constant covariances ai,, = p resulting from common seeds. Moreover, they introduce 
four assumptions specific for blocking. For example, the error e "is decomposed into 
two random components",  namely the block effects b and the "remaining unexplained 
portion"  e*; b and e* are uncorrelated;  b does not depend on x; see Schruben and 
Margolin (1  978, p. 5 13). Actually, these authors use the blocking model only to design 
the simulation experiment; to analyze the results they use the same formulas as we 
propose. They use blocking to decide which factor combinations should use the same 
random numbers R and which should use antithetic numbers 1 - R. Our equations 
(2.3) through (2.7) are equivalent to their equations (2.2) and (2.3). We observe that in 
the classic statistical literature (which does not discuss simulation with common seeds) 
the Analysis of Variance tests do change when random blocks are introduced; see the 
references in $ 1, and Arnold (198 1, pp. 209-275). 
Note. Actually Arnold's Repeated Measures Model is similar to our Common Seeds 
Model. First Arnold (1981, pp.  209-241)  uses the same restrictive assumptions as 
Schruben and Margolin's Random Blocks Model; next Arnold (1981, pp. 342-343) 
uses the same assumptions as we do; also see the Mixed Model (random plus fixed 
effects) in ~rnold  (1981, 270-27 1). The extension to multivariate responses (each run 
yields several outputs, for example, average waiting time per customer and utilization 
percentage per server) is discussed in Arnold (1981, pp. 374-378,  388-390),  Kleijnen 
(197411975, pp.  735-739  and 1987, p.  149). Tests for a specific covariance matrix 
(namely, a:  = 1 and aii = p)  are discussed in Arnold (1981, pp. 430-433)  and also 
Kleijnen (1987, p. 245, note 36). Note that Arnold (1981, p. 209) erroneously refers to 
$19.8 instead of $19.7. 
3.  An Illustration 
To illustrate the preceding section we could have chosen any simulation model. For 
example, Kleijnen et al. (1979) simulate a container harbor in Rotterdam, and apply 
the General Linear Model of (2.2); they estimate the factor effects ,8 through OLS and 
Estimated Weighted Least Squares (EWLS), that is, they do not use common seeds but 
they do account for variance heterogeneity. The literature often uses queuing networks 
to illustrate simulation methodology. However, all these examples suffer from specifi- 
cation error, that is the error made when replacing the simulation model by the regres- 
sion model. If and only if an analytical solution for the simulation model is available, 
then the specification error is known. This error may be a complicated function of the 
independent variables. In this section we illustrate the results of the preceding section 
through the simplest class of  examples we  can imagine in the context of this paper 
(specification error is absent-see  Figure 1-or  simple-see  the quadratic effect pq in 
Figure 2); this illustration also leads to the framework of the next section. We organize 
the present section as follows: 
(i) First-order model with additive noise and constant variances; see (3.1) and Fig- 
ure 1. 
(ii) Second-order (quadratic) model; see Figure 2. 
(iii) EGLS estimation of (i); see (3.2) through (3.5). 
(iv) Model (i) with nonconstant variances. 
(v) Model (i) with nonadditive noise; see (3.6). 
(vi) Linear transformations in general; see (3.7). 
(vii)  Nonlinear transformations; see (3.10). 

As Figure 1 shows we first assume that the true simulation model is 

yi = Po + Plxi  + ei  with  ei -- N(0, a;  = a2)  (i = 1 . . . ,  n).  (3.1) 
Notice that (3.1) specifies the conditional distributions yi, not their joint distribution JACK  P.  C.  KLEIJNEN 
FIGURE1.  Sampling from yi, = Po + Plxi + ei, with Common Random Numbers (i = 1, 2, 3) (r = 1, 2). 
(simulation models typically express conditional distributions; the regression metamo- 
del should specify the statistical submodel for the regression errors). If we  specify the 
metamodel correctly, then the simulation and the regression model have the same 
structure: no specification error. We  examine three input  "combinations":  n  = 3. 
To estimate factor effects we might use the same seeds and a single replicate (mi= 1). 
Then we  obtain identical errors: ell = e2~ = e3~ in Figure  1.  First we  use the OLS 
point estimator 6;we shall discuss EGLS in (3.2) through (3.5). Obviously, we obtain 
a perfect slope estimate and an imperfect intercept estimate: bll= P1 and jol = Po 
+ e,lwhere  = Cieil/n. 
FIGURE  2.  Sampling from yir = Po + &xi+ PZxf+  ei,with Common Random Numbers, While Estimating 
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Now we consider replications r (r = 1, . . .  m r  2) and we still use common seeds: e12 
= ez2= e32  = e.2  in Figure 1. Then we again get perfect OLS point estimates of the slope 
in each replication (plr  = PI)  and imperfect estimates of the intercept (Bar = Po + e.,). 
Repetition also yields a perfect estimate of the variability of the slope estimator [$(B1) 
A 
= var (bl)  = 01 and a valid estimator var (Bo) of the variability of the intercept estimator; 
also see (2.5b). 
If we  have no repetitions (m = I), then we  cannot estimate the variability of the 
estimators Bo  and Bl, unless we  assume constant variances a:  = a2, so that we  can 
estimate a2through the estimated residuals 6 where i = y - 9 = y - XP". We specified 
the regression model correctly, and we obtain "perfect fit", that is, all estimated resid- 
uals are equal to zero (til = 0). Hence we correctly conclude that var (B1)  = 0 and we 
incorrectly conclude that var (Bo) = 0. 
Figure 2 illustrates a misspeciJied regression model, i.e., the regression model is still 
specified by (3.1) but the true simulation model now equals (3.1) augmented with the 
second-order term P2x:.  How can we detect this specification error, and what are the 
consequences if we do not detect the lack of fit? If we have replications (m r  2) then the 
following two tests are possible: 
(i) We compare the estimated residuals fi -$ito the "pure error" ;fdefined in (2.1). 
This comparison leads to the "F test for lack of fit" popular in experimental design, 
which assumes constant variances a:  = a2  and normality; see Kleijnen (1974175, 1987). 
(ii) We use the estimated effects fi to derive the predictor $ = BO+ $,x for a new 
factor combination x,,,  # xi and we  compare this $ to the observed simulation re- 
sponse y,,,.  This validation test leads to a t test. This test is simplest if we make $,+, 
(which depends on yi) and y,,,  independent, i.e., if we use a new seed for y,,,  .Also see 
Kleijnen (1983,  1987). We  may not detect the specification error, especially if  the 
second-order effect P2 is small compared to the first-order effect PI and the noise a:  (we 
tend to reject Ho: PI = 0 and accept Ho: P2 = 0). If  we  have replications, then we 
estimate a:  using 2:  of (2.1); the estimators 3:  remain unbiased, even if we use the 
wrong regression model (2 in (2.1) uses actual simulation responses yir,  not regression 
predictors $;,= 3;). If we have single replicates (m = I), then we saw above that we must 
assume constant variances a:  = a2. Unfortunately, in case of specification error the 
estimated residuals CiI = $il -yil do not provide an unbiased estimator of a2.  We note 
that in Figure 2 not all estimated residuals ti,are zero. Hence if we  use i to estimate 
var (61) then  # 0; actually it is simple to prove that all B,, are equal (Blr  = 
Z Dl) so that var (6,) = 0 (in Figure 1 we had Zi, = 0 so that we correctly concluded that 
var (B1) = 0 and incorrectly concluded that var (B0) = 0). 
We now return to the simplest case, where both the simulation and the regression 
model are specified by  (3.1), and we  prove that EGLS does not exist. As  we  saw, 
common seeds imply that all n input combinations have the same error per replication: 
CT=  eilr
eir= e., =- (r= 1, ... 
n 
Equation (3.1) yields 
where ei. = CZl eir/m. In this example, however, common seeds imply that all input 
combinations have the same error (say) e..  ,that is, (3.2) yields 
CEl eb ,, CE1 e., - e;. =---- e..  (i=l,  ...,  n),
m  m 72  JACK  P.  C.  KLEIJNEN 
Substitution of (3.1) through (3.4) into (2.1) yields 
so that  reduces to a constant, say g2. Consequently the estimator 8, has all n X  n i?iit 
elements equal to a common constant, and the estimated correlation coefficients 
iiit = Giit/i?ii?il are all equal to one: maximum linear correlation. Hence 8, is singular and 
EGLS does not exist. Fortunately the estimator 8, clearly warns the researcher not to 
apply EGLS in the example of (3.1) where  all  true variances and covariances are 
constant. 
Next we introduce variance heterogeneity into the simple model of (3.1): a:  # u2. In 
other words, ei = aiz with z -- N(0,  1) or ei = etai/al.  Then (3.2) and (3.4) hold no 
longer, and the ai;, in (3.5) do not reduce to a constant. Nevertheless the correlations piit 
still equal plus one, so that 8, remains singular. So EGLS does not apply; OLS does (the 
assumptions of Schruben and Margolin's  random block model, namely a:  = 1 and 
uiil = p, do not hold). 
Let us consider a variation on the simple model where the errors are multiplicative, 
not additive: 
Yi = (Po + PI XI)^^.  (3.6) 
It is simple to prove that we  obtain perfect fit within each replication. Hence var (bl) 
A 
estimated from the residuals of a single replicate, yields var(6,) = 0; actually var (&) 
= P:a2.  The perfect fit for each replication obtained by OLS cannot be improved by 
EGLS, that is, (3.5) still holds  = i = 1) so that 8, is singular. 
So GLS cannot be applied if Q,  is singular, and Q,  will be singular indeed whenever 
the responses yi and yit  are perfectly  correlated: if  piit = 1 then cov (yi, yit) reduces 
to aiait so that the determinant of Q,  becomes zero. It is simple to prove that  = 1 if 
yi = h(xi, eir)  can be written as 
yi = ho(xi>+ hl(xi)hde.r),  (3.7) 
that is, a deterministic component ho(x;) plus the product  of  two components, one 
component being a function of the deterministic input xi, say ht(x;), and one compo- 
nent being dependent on the errors eir which for common seeds reduce to e.,, say 
h2(e.,). Then aiil = hl(xi)hl(xi~)E[h2(e,)- E{h2(e.,)}] so that piit = ai;~/aiait = 1. Exam- 
ples of (3.7) are (3.1) and (3.6); other examples are 
yi  = (Po + Plxi + P2x?)e:  and  (3.8) 
Next we consider the model 
which resembles (3.6). Obviously the responses y; have nonconstant variances and, 
when using common seeds such that eir = e.,, no perfect linear correlations result: 
piit # 1. So in general 8, is not singular and EGLS yields results different from OLS and 
different from the Blocking Model; also see Arnold (1981) who discusses the use of 
alternative models to analyze experimental data, each model resulting in different 
statistical tests (see Chapters 14, 15 and 9 18.7 in Arnold 198 1). We proposed the general 
linear model with  additive noise of (2.2) as an approximation  to actual non-linear ANALYZING SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS  WITH  COMMON  RANDOM  NUMBERS  73 
simulation models such as (3.10); both OLS and EGLS should be applied if  6,  is 
nonsingular. 
4.  A New Framework for Error Analysis 
Following the examples of the preceding section, we propose a novel framework for 
the "error"  analysis of simulation data, i.e., the analysis of the additive error compo- 
nent e in the general linear metamodel of (2.2). We utilize the concepts of experimental 
design, i.e., we distinguish three factors, each with three levels. The three factors are: 
1.  Random number seed. 
2.  Replication. 
3.  Validity of the regression metamodel. 

For factor 1, seed, we distinguish the levels a, b and c: 

(a) We use the same random number seeds (per replication r of the n combinations 
of the k factors of the simulation model; these k factors correspond to Q independent 
regression variables, where Q 2 k + 1; r = 1, . . . ,mi = m and i = 1, . .. ,n; see $1). 
(b) We sample all seeds independently (C mi independent responses). 
(c) We synthesize (a) and (b), i.e., assuming that the simulation model has multiple 
inputs (k > l), we sample some seeds (namely k, 2  1) independently and we keep some 
seeds (k2  2  1) constant (k = k, + k2)  per replication; see Mihram (1972, 1983), Chang et 
al. (1985), Wilson (1984). 
For factor 2, replication, we also distinguish three levels: 
(a) There are no repetitions (mi = 1 with i = 1, . . . ,n). 
(b) There are repetitions (mi 2  2 for all i). 
(c) There are pseudoreplications, i.e., we  assume that the simulation model has a 
steady state (and satisfies additional technical assumptions) so that we can estimate the 
variances a:  from single runs (we can use subruns, renewal analysis, spectral analysis, 
standardized time series, etc; see Kleijnen 1987). 
For factor 3, metamodel validity, we again distinguish three levels: 
(a) The regression  metamodel,  used to analyze the  simulation data,  is correctly 
specified. Then we  estimate the variance from the estimated  residuals (6  = y - f), 
provided the variances are constant (a:  = a2)  and we have degrees of freedom available 
(N=  C mi>  Q). 
(b) The regression model is not valid. For example, the metamodel ignores higher- 
order effects (such as quadratic effects); see the next level. 
(c) The regression model is approximately valid. For example, the regression model 
is a first-order polynomial whereas the simulation model should be approximated by a 
second-order polynomial  (curvature and interactions); however, within  the area  of 
interest (local approximation!) the neglected second-order effects may be small com- 
pared to the first-order effects and the noise a:;  again see Figure 2. 
We have not yet worked out this concise framework (of three factors with three 
levels) in full detail, but we did illustrate its use in the preceding section. We hope that 
our new framework will be used by other researchers too. 
5. Conclusion 
In the statistical analysis of a simulation experiment we  must specify a statistical 
model. Our metamodel provides an alternative to Schruben and Margolin (1978)'s 
Blocking Model. Arnold (1981, p. 263) states that in general the question of which 
model to use has no definitive answer. We argue that the ideal model should be both 
realistic and simple. Our general linear regression model is indeed more realistic, since 
we do not assume a specific covariance pattern. Our model is also quite simple, as we 
can use the well-known OLS point estimator combined with the corrected standard 74  JACK  P. C.  KLEIJNEN 
errors (see (2.3) and (2.5)); we can also use EGLS (see (2.4) and (2.7) assuming we have 
"many"  replications, say m r 25, and a nonsingular covariance matrix). We further 
proposed a new framework that may be useful in future research on simulation output 
analysis.' 
' I greatly appreciate the comments made by  two referees which lead to the expansion of the original 
manuscript, the correction of some technical errors, and a much better presentation. 
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